Analysis of phylogenetlcally conserved secondary structure has been Important In the development of models for the secondary structure of structural RNAs. In this paper, we apply this type of analysis to several families of Informational RNAs to evaluate Its usefulness In developing secondary structure models for mRNAs and mRNA precursors. We observed many conserved helices In all mRNA groups analyzed. Three criteria were used to Identify potential helices which were not conserved solely because of coding sequence constraints, and may therefore be important for the structure and function of the RNA. These results suggest that this approach will be useful in deriving secondary structure models for informational RNAs when used in conjunction with other complementary techniques, and in designing experiments to determine the functional significance of conserved base pairing Interactions. 
RNAs In the nucleus and cytoplasm.
To understand the nature of sequencespecific modification and regulation of informational RNAs it will be important to elucidate the secondary and tertiary structure the molecules form in their native particles. By analogy to the best studied RNP particles, the rlbosomal subunlts (reviewed In 11), It is lilcely that many of the techniques which have been useful for the study of rlbosomal particles will be applicable to the study of informational RNPs. Successful models for the secondary structures of the small and large rlbosomal RNAs have been developed using data from biochemical studies of particle structure (i.e. cross-linking and nuclease sensitivity) and from comparative sequence analysis of rlbosomal RNAs from many diverse species (12) . In fact, comparative sequence analysis has yielded the key data in the development of unique secondary structure models for the snail and large rRNAs (11, 13) . This approach has also been used to develop secondary structure models for 5S (14) The present study was designed to determine If comparative sequence analysis, as has been applied to structural RNAs, could be useful In elucidating potentially Important secondary structure Interactions in Informational
RNAs.
As models for this study, we have chosen gene families In which sequence information is available from a number of diverse species. In this preliminary study, we have also evaluated various criteria that assess the significance of conserved helices in Informational RNAs.
ANALYSIS •BHA Sequence Groopa
The computer analysis of conserved, potential secondary structures In mRNA sequences Included the four gene groups shown In Table 1 . These sequences were chosen for analysis primarily because complete genomlc or cDNA sequences were available for at least four different species in each group.
As Indicated In the table, the sequences were either obtained from GenBank (the reference is the GenBank accession number) or the sequence was entered
Into our computer from a publication. In the cases where the genomlc sequence was available, we constructed the mRNA using the sites Indicated in the GenBank entry. For all the cellular sequences analyzed, the first base was the putative CAP site and the last base the polyadenylatlon signal (AAUAAA).
In the case of the viral mRNAs, only the coding sequences were analyzed.
Detection of phylogenetlolly conserved base pairing
The determination of conserved potential helices in the groups of related sequences involved three steps: 1) the sequences In each gene family were aligned to determine homologous bases between sequences; 2) all potential helices with a stem of at least five base pairs (allowing G-U pairing) were For this reason, we aligned sequences using a modification of a method suggested by Staden (29) . This method has the advantage over dynamic programming methods of aligning long sequences (1500 nucleotldes In our case) in a single run. He also wished to Identify helices conserved in all members of sequence groups composed of up to 12 sequences. This requires obtaining an alignment of several sequences taking each Into account at the sane time, a problem for which there is presently no practical solution (30) . For the purposes of this study, we chose one member of the group as a "master" and aligned all other 
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Refers to the species froa which the mRNA sequence was obtained. Specifies a GenBank accession number or reference nuaber (in parentheses) from which the mRNA sequence was obtained. The number of consecutive base pairs required to score helix. The probability that a helix of a given stem length will be conserved In all sequences, calculated as described. The number of helices expected from the probability calculations as described.
The number of conserved helices found in all sequences.
members to this sequence.
Only nucleotldes aligned in all members of the group were considered in the analysis. This effectively limited the analysis to nucleotldes in well conserved regions of the sequence families.
Many conserved helices were observed for the globln, actln and papovavlrus early mRNA groups. This data is summarized In Table 2 . The number of conserved helices for these groups was so large that they could not all possibly be Incorporated Into a unique secondary structue model. We therefore considered several methods for evaluating their possible Involvement in forming the native secondary structure of the RNA molecule.
Expected frequency of conserved helices
The members within a sequence group have significant homology with each E n " P n * «n We have calculated the expected number of conserved helices using a straightforward calculation for the probability that a base pair will be conserved in all sequences. Fitch has shown that the expected number of potential helices In a single sequence is Influenced by talcing into account asymmetries In nearest neighbor frequencies (31) which are characteristic of gene sequences (32, 33) . The calculation of the expected frequencies of conserved helices above is not affected by this statistical property as we use the actual number of potential helices of a given length (N Q ) that occur in the master sequence as a starting point for the calculation rather than a predicted value for the number of potential helices in the sequence. Thus, the excess of observed conserved helices over expected must be due to some other property of the sequence; such as a constraint resulting from encoding a polypeptlde in the sequence, or some of the helices may actually be involved in forming functionally important regions of secondary structure in the molecule.
Occnrence of compensating base changes In conserved helices
In the case of structural RNAs (rRHA), a conserved helix is given higher significance If there is at least one compensating base change found in the rRNA sequences examined (11, 12, 13) . As shown in Table 3 is not obvious what value the occurrence of a compensating base change will have In proving a helix, as informational RNAs have an additional constraint on sequence variability because they also encode a protein sequence.
The Influence of aalno add sequence on the detection of conserved helices
The nucleotide sequence in a conserved base paired region of an informational RNA specifies an ami no acid sequence, therefore, the apparent This method was developed to assist us in evaluating the likelihood that a conserved helix within a protein coding region has a functional role in forming the native secondary structure of the RNA. The value of this approach is not known at present because there are no well developed models of informational RNA secondary structure that we can use for comparison. Should the use of codon scores prove to be valuable, the relatively simple calculation we have described could be refined to take into account the asymmetric usage of possible codons for a given amino acid (34) and the relative interchangability of closely related amino acids (35) .
Specific examples of phylogenetlcally conserved hellcea
The conserved helix observed in the a-globin mRNA with a relatively high codon score, 11, is shown diagramatically in Figure 2 We have analyzed 7 hlstone H4 mRNA sequences (Table 1) The structure identified is shown in Figure A . The conserved helix involves a two-base transition, the base pair U-A is changed to G-U, In the tetrahymena sequence. This transition preserved the helix, but alters the codon involved in the interaction. Thus, there is a compensating base change which effects the coding sequence, but preserves the base pairing.
The occurrence of non-Watson-Crick base pairing (G-U) has been allowed in the comparative sequence analysis of rRNA (11, 37) . Indeed, there are predicted helices in which G-U pairing Involves over half of the base pairs in a stem (11) . There is speculation that other non-Watson-Crick base pairing may be involved in UNA secondary structure. As of now there is no experimental evidence to suggest a functional role for the three potential structures identified above. However, in light of the criteria that have been used to prove a helix in rRNA, these potential Interactions deserve attention.
Stability of conserved helices
We have chosen not to use pairing and stacking energies in evaluating possible conserved helices. Any predicted helix will be just one component of a complex secondary structure whose stability will be a function of all of the secondary and tertiary interactions In the molecule. However, the use of folding algorithms which predict low free-energy structures may be valuable when used with comparative analysis to develop secondary structure models (see Discussion).
DISCUSSI0H
The use of comparative sequence analysis has been shown to be a very powerful tool in predicting secondary structure models for structural RNAs.
Comparative sequence analysis involves a comparison of the possible duplex
Interactions in one rRNA with the duplex structures predicted for a rRNA sequence from a different species. If the same helix is predicted In all the rRNA sequences examined, the existence of the duplex region is given Increased significance if there are compensating base changes that preserve the duplex structure at the same position (11, 13 We have used three criteria to assess the significance of the conserved helices: 1) Helices of a given stem length occur at a frequency greater than expected given the homology between the members of the sequence group (Table   2 ). This may be of limited value in identifying Important base-paired regions because of the statistical properties of the protein coding sequence and the conservation of the primary sequence in the protein coding regions.
2)
Compensatory base changes were observed in conserved helices from some of the mRNA groups examined (Table 3) vectors, It would also be possible to examine the structure of nuclear and cytoplasmlc particles involved In packaging the mutated RNA sequences. Other useful tools for predicting secondary structure models for informational RNAs are RNA folding algorithms. These algorithms can be used to predict minimum free energy folding of a region of an RNA molecule, given constraints provided by biochemical data (reviewed in 38). While none of these tools are sufficient by themselves to elucidate the native secondary structure of an informational RNA, combining these approaches will be productive in defining many of the Important functional regions of Informational RNA structure.
